We study the thermodynamic properties of a relativistic magnetized neutral vector boson gas at any temperature. We analyse the effect of temperature as well as antiparticles in Bose-Einstein condensation. Astrophysical implications are discussed.
Introduction
One of the most challenging problems of modern physics consists of exploring the behaviour of matter under extreme conditions -supra-nuclear densities and the presence of strong magnetic fields -, and the determination of the corresponding equations of state (EoS) [1] . From the experimental and theoretical point of view, the problem is complex since there are not yet any experiment which pushes matter beyond nuclear saturation density. However, there exist in nature stable and extremely dense stellar configurations that contain matter in one of the denser forms found in the Universe. Astrophysical environments are this way the best scenarios we have to study super-dense matter. In particular, Neutron Stars (NS) are excellent natural laboratories for these studies: they are objects of practically infinite lifetime whose densities can be an order of magnitude higher than those found in atomic nuclei [1] , and whose magnetic fields can reach values of up to (10 9 − 10 15 )G in their surface and B ∼ 10 18 G in their core [2] .
When neutron stars are formed they have interior temperatures of the order of T ∼ 10
11 K (about 10MeV). For a pure NS, the low temperature limit (T << m) is a valid approximation for description of its structure since the mass of neutrons is m n ∼ 938 MeV [3] . However, at present we know that NS are not only made up of neutrons as originally proposed. In fact, numerous particle processes (ranging from hyperon population and quark deconfinement to the formation of boson condensates) may be competing with each other in the core of a NS [4] . That is why, depending on the type of particle's configuration, it may not be appropriate to take the low temperature approximation to model this kind of star [4] . This is the case for instance of positronium that might form in the magnetosphere [5] of the star; with a mass m ∼ 1MeV, the low temperature limit previously quoted can not be taken. But it might also be the case for heavier vector bosons (like neutron-neutron pairs formed in the core of the star [6, 7] ) because, due to the occurrence of Bose-Einstein condensation, bosonic gases are more sensitive to temperature than fermionic ones. Since NS are strongly magnetized objects it is also expected that the magnetic properties of the particles that compose the star have an important influence on their phenomenology and structure.
Thermodynamics of relativistic magnetized vector boson gases in the low temperature limit have been studied in [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . However, we already saw that the applications of these studies to astrophysical environment might be limited depending on the kind of particle's configurations. Therefore, the purpose of the present work is to extend the study of the magnetized neutral vector boson gas (NVBG) to all temperature, in order to provide equations of state (EoS) that allows more general and accurate descriptions of astrophysical objects and related phenomena. In this sense, the present paper can be seen as an extension of [13, 12] in which the magnetized neutral vector boson gas was studied for T << m.
Going beyond the low temperature limit not only allows us to obtain more general descriptions of these compact objects, but also to study the corresponding contribution of antiparticles, usually neglected when taking the previously mentioned temperature limit. At high enough temperature the system can have energy for pair production. The influence of antiparticles in relativistic boson gases is not only important in astrophysics, in fact, it can be of great interest in the final stage of heavy ion collisions because a large number of high-energy hadrons that are produced in these processes could be approximately described as a boson gas [14] .
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 the particle density for a magnetized neutral vector boson gas is calculated at any temperature. Section 3 is dedicated to study the contribution of the antiparticles at zero magnetic field. In section 4 the effect of antiparticles and the magnetic field in the BoseEinstein condensate is studied and compared with the non-relativistic case and the low temperature limit. Finally, concluding remarks are given in section 5. Calculations were done for a spin-1 boson of mass, m = 2m n , where m n is the neutron mass.
Magnetized vector boson gas at any temperature
In this section we'll compute the particle density for a magnetized neutral vector boson gas at any temperature. For this we start from the thermodynamic potential per unit volume of a relativistic vector boson gas interacting with a constant and uniform magnetic field B = (0, 0, B) that was obtained in [12] 
in this expression, Ω st is the statistical contribution of bosons-antibosons and has the form
where µ denotes the chemical potential, T represents the temperature, s = −1, 0, 1 characterises the spin states, b = B/B c with B c = m/2k (k is the magnetic moment of the bosons), y 0 = m √ 1 − sb and α = mbs/2. The second term of Eq. (1) is the vacuum contribution and reads
The particle density of an ideal Bose system with pair production is given by
In this work, unlike [12] in which the limit T << m where taken in Eqs. (2) and (3) before any calculation, we will derive directly Eq. (2) with respect to the chemical potential µ in order to get an expression for the particle density valid for all temperature
One of the most outstanding properties of bosonic systems, is the occurrence of Bose-Einstein condensation(BEC). The mathematical condition for BEC to occur is that the chemical potential equals the minimum level of energy accessible by a particle (µ = min ). The magnetized bosons spectrum is
where p ⊥ is the momentum component perpendicular to the magnetic field and p 3 is the momentum component parallel to it. The ground state energy of the neutral spin-1 boson is [12] (
Equation (4) is valid only when |µ| < m √ 1 − b and is interpreted as the particle density of the excited states. To have a more general equation, one must also take into account the particles that are in the ground state [15] . Then, the particle density can be written as ρ = ρ gs + ρ + − ρ − where ρ gs is the particle density in the ground state. In the next sections we will study these magnitudes in detail.
Antiparticle contribution
In this section we analyse the antiparticle contribution to the NVBG thermodynamics. Since antiparticle presence is mainly related to temperature, we will study particle-antiparticle density at B = 0. To compute the thermodynamic potential of a relativistic NVBG at zero magnetic field we start form the boson spectrum (p) = p 2 + m 2 , being p the total momentum. For such a gas, the density of states g( ) is
Using Eq. (9) the thermodynamic potential per unit volume can be written as
where f
is the the Bose-Einstein distribution function. Using moreover
and
the thermodynamic potential becomes
where K α is the MacDonald function of order α. It is easy to verify that the thermodynamic potential Eq. (2) is reduced to Eq. (14) when we make the magnetic field equal to zero. By deriving Eq. (14) with respect to µ, we obtain the following expressions for the particle (ρ + ) and antiparticle (ρ − ) densities
Eqs. (15) and (16) are in agreement with the obtained by [16, 17] . For a fixed value of the total density ρ we can compute the fraction of bosons-antibosons as a function of the temperature and also the particle fraction in the ground state. Figure 1 shows the fraction of particles ρ + /ρ, antiparticles ρ − /ρ and particles in the ground state ρ gs /ρ for a fixed value of the total particle density ρ = 1.67 × 10 15 gcm −3 . The bottom panel of Figure 1 is the temperature continuation of the upper panel; this separation was made so that the effects we want to highlight could be better observed. As we can see from the upper panel of Figure 1ρ gs = 0, ∀T > T c , which corresponds to a free gas, while ρ gs = 0, ∀T < T c corresponding to a state where free gas and condensate coexist. On the other hand, we can see from this figure that the contribution of antiparticles begins to be important for T 1/4m while it becomes of the same order of the particle fraction for T ≥ m. In this range, the presence of antiparticle degrees of freedom can have an important influence on the thermodynamic properties of the gas. In the next section we study in more depth the antiparticles effects on Bose-Einstein condensation.
Bose-Einstein condensation
To study the effect of the presence of antiparticles and magnetic field on the Bose-Einstein condensation, we compare the critical curve obtained with the widespread expression for all temperatures (Eq. 17) with the corresponding non-relativistic limit studied by [13] and with the low temperature limit studied by [12] .
In a Bose gas, the condensed state can be reached in two ways: by lowering the temperature below the critical temperature, T c , for a fixed value of density, ρ, or by increasing the density above the critical density, ρ c , for a fixed value of temperature. A set of values of (T c ,ρ c ) defined a critical curve which separates the condensed region from the non-condensed one. This curve depends in addition on the magnetic field (T c (b),ρ c (b)) and is obtained by evaluating the particle density in the condition for the condensate formation, ) given by Eq. 17. The black line is the critical curve in the low temperature limit [12] , while the dashed black line corresponds to the non-relativistic NVBG [13] . At B = 0 there is no notable difference in the behaviour of the critical curve for the relativistic NVBG at low temperature and the non-relativistic NVBG. The critical curve of the relativistic NVBG begins to differentiate from the other two around T ∼ m signalling the presence of the antiparticles at those temperatures. At B = 10 16 G the critical curve of the relativistic NVBG in the low temperature limit start to be different from the other cases around T ∼ 10 −3 m, indicating that this limit is not entirely correct above those temperatures. The relativistic and non-relativistic NVBG begin to have a different behaviour at T ∼ m. This difference is given by the presence of antiparticles. It is perhaps worthwhile to note that the results in Figure 2 are in agreement with the condition for a Bose gas to condense at relativistic temperatures, T c >> m, which is ρ c >> m 3 [18] .
Conclusions
We have studied the properties of a magnetized neutral vector boson gas at any temperature. Expressions for particle-antiparticle density valid for any magnetic field and temperature were obtained. Starting from them, we study antiparticle contribution as well as Bose-Einstein condensation.
For temperatures in the order of particle masses and higher (T ≥ m) antiparticle fraction is not negligible as well as their influence on the thermodynamic properties. This is clearly evidenced when we study the BEC phase diagram in which the behaviour of the critical curves at high temperatures differs between the relativistic and the non relativistic cases, precisely due to antiparticle presence.
On the other hand, we can also conclude that the temperature that defines the validity of the low temperature limit depends on the magnetic field. For zero field this limit is valid for T << m while for B = 10
16 G is only fulfilled for T << 10 −3 m. This implies that even for paired neutrons this limit is no longer valid at T ∼ 10 10 K which is a temperature that can be found in Neutron Stars. This study give us an insight on the importance of extending the equations of state for the NVBG beyond the low temperature limit.
